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Packet Classification Consuming Small Amount of
Memory
Xuehong Sun, Sartaj K. Sahni and Yiqiang Q. Zhao

Abstract— In order to provide more value added services,
the Internet needs to classify packets into flows for different
treatment. This function becomes a bottleneck in the router. High
performance packet classification algorithms are therefore highly
demanded.
This paper describes a new algorithm for packet classification
using the concept of independent sets. The algorithm has very
small memory requirements. The search speed is neither sensitive
to the size of the rule table nor to the percentage of wildcards in
the fields. It also scales well from two dimensional classifiers to
high dimensional ones. In particular, the algorithm is inherently
parallel. Hardware tailored to this algorithm can achieve very
fast search speed. The update algorithm proposed is also very
fast in general.
Index Terms— Packet Classification, Independent Set, Algorithm

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NTERNET service provider (ISP) is going to provide more
value added services to end users. Examples of these
services are firewall packet filtering [1], policy routing [2],
virtual private network (VPN) implementations [3], traffic
billing [4] and quality of service (QoS) applications such as
integrated services (IntServ) [5] and differentiated services
(DiffServ) [6]. In order to provide these services, the router
needs to classify the packets into flows according to different
criteria. These criteria form rules which are based on L2/L3/L4
fields in the packet header. This function of router is called
packet classification.
High speed internet relies on high speed packet classification functions. In the near future, 40 Gigabit per second
(OC768) wire speed is expecting to be achieved. Given the
smallest packet size of 40 bytes in the worst-case, the router
needs to lookup packets at a speed of 125 million packets
per second. That, together with other needs in processing a
packet, amounts to less than 8 per packet lookup. Nowadays, one access to on-chip memory takes 1-5 for SRAM
and about 10 for DRAM; One access to off-chip memory
takes 10-20 for SRAM and 60-100 for DRAM. This
figure shows that it is highly demanding to develop high
speed packet classification algorithms. It also shows that it
is very difficult for serial algorithms to achieve ideal wire
speed. Developing parallel algorithms and integrating parallel
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or pipeline mechanism into hardware seem a must for the
future packet classification.
The speed of a packet classification algorithm is measured
by the times of memory access. Other performance metrics
for a packet classification algorithm include memory storage
requirements, update speed and scalability to both the number
of the rules and the number of fields included in the rules,
among possible others.
We propose a new algorithm using the concept of independent sets. The new algorithm is theoretically sound.
Experimental studies have shown that its performance is at
least comparable to best available algorithms. Specifically, the
algorithm could convert a higher dimensional classification
problem into a lower dimensional one. The algorithm has very
small memory requirements. The memory factor is expected
to be smaller than two (the   is the ratio of
the total amount of memory used to that needed to store the
rules). This factor was best reported in existing algorithms as
four [7]. The search speed of our algorithm is neither sensitive
to the size of the rule table nor the percentage of wildcards
in the fields. It scales well from two dimensional classifiers
to high dimensional ones. The update algorithm proposed
is also very fast in general. In particular, the algorithm is
inherently parallel. It is easy to exploit the parallel mechanism
in the hardware. One of the possible limitations of the new
algorithm is that it depends on the characteristics in the rule
table. Experiments show that the memory access times can
be as low as 15 and as high as 100 for two-dimensional
classification problems with a table size of 30000 (assuming
that one dimensional range search uses four memory accesses).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we highlight results from some existing algorithms. In Section
III, the packet classification problem is defined and the related
notation is developed. The concept of independent sets and
the details of the new algorithm are described in Section IV.
In Section V, results of experimental studies are presented.
Concluding remarks are made in Section VI.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
Surveys on packet classification algorithms were given in
[8], [9]. Here, we highlight performance measurements for
some of the algorithms.
The Recursive Flow Classification (RFC) [10] is very fast
for a search. However, the memory requirement is so large
and the preprocessing time is so slow that it is not suitable for
large classifiers. Reference [11] proposed a Bit Vector (BV)
search algorithm. For a  -dimensional classifier, the storage
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER SCHEMES .
Algorithm
This Paper
Tuple Space Search [13]
Grid-of-tries [15]
FIS-tree [7]
BV [11]
RFC [10]
HiCuts [14]
Cross-producting [15]
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requirement is 7980&:<;>= , where : is the number of rules in
the classifier. Query time is  times that of the time needed
for a range search, plus  times that of the time for a bit
vector fetching. This is equal to :6?*@ , where @ is the size
of cacheline. Reference [12] added new techniques to the BV
algorithm and reported an order of magnitude improvement
on performance over the standard BV algorithm, with a
small price of increasing memory requirements. The tuple
space search algorithm [13] has a small memory requirement
( 798A:B= ), however, the search speed depends on the number
of tuples in the classifier and it supports only prefixes rather
than arbitrary ranges. In addition, the use of hashing makes
the time complexity of searches and updates nondeterministic
[8]. The Fat Inverted Segment tree (FIS-tree) was proposed
in [7]. The level of the FIS-tree can be adjusted to make a
tradeoff between the search speed and memory requirements.
Under the assumption that the cacheline is 32 bytes large and
the entry size of a rule is 12 bytes, [7] reported that for
a two dimensional classifier with more than C*DFE rules, the
search needs less than 22 (17 respectively) memory accesses
using three (two respectively) levels of the FIS-tree. The
memory is at most GIHJC ( K respectively) times that of the
rule table size. They did not report any experimental study
on multifield classifiers. However, they pointed out that the
memory requirement and memory accesses increase with a
factor of L as the dimension  increases, where L is the number
of levels in the FIS-tree. Other algorithms include HiCuts [14],
Grid-of-tries [15], Cross-producting [15] and Set-pruning tries
[16]. By refering to [8], we made a table (Table I) to compare
performance of our paper with others. In the table,  is the
memory width used in [11]. M is 32 for IPv4 and 128 for
IPv6. N is number of independent sets (explained in this paper)
which is comparable with M and much smaller than : . From
this table, we can see our algorithm uses the smallest amount
of memory. Though the time of RFC and HiCuts is smaller
than ours, the amount of memory they consume is much large.
III. PACKET C LASSIFICATION P ROBLEM
In the packet classification application, packets are classified
into flows according to policy or routing information. The
policy is specified using fields in the header of a packet.
Specifications of fields are called rules. So flows are specified
by rules applied to incoming packets. Each rule consists of
several fields, say  . A collection of rules is called a classifier.

Each field is either an exact value or a prefix or a range. In
fact, exact values and prefixes are special ranges. In this paper,
we treat fields as arbitrary ranges. Each rule also has a priority
index number. Usually, the rules in a classifier are sorted
according to their priorities. This index number is necessary
since a packet may match more than one rule. In this case, the
rule with the highest priority index is chosen. Let O be the
classifier; or OQPRTS2U VHHWHVWSYX[Z , where S]\Y8_^`PaCbVHHWH V:c= is
a rule and : is the number of the rules in the classifier. For
each rule SY\ , let SY\Pd80e U \ VHWHHWVe f \ = , where e g \ 8_h<PdCiVWHHWHVj=
is the h th field. Throughout the paper, a field or a range of
integers is expressed as ekPml$n Vpo , which means all integers
greater than or equal to n and smaller than or equal to  . n
and  are called the begin point and end point of the field e
respectively. For example, if the field is an IPv4 destination
address, then either point is an integer between D and qTr ;tsBC .
When a packet is arriving, the values u\v8J^wPxCiVWHHWHVj=
from the relevant  fields are extracted and expressed as yzP
80 U VHWHHWV f = . We say that a rule SzPd80e U VHHWHVWe f = is matched
by the packet, if \|{ e \ for all ^}P~CiVWHHWH V . Among the all
matched rules, the rule with the highest priority index defines
the flow that the packet belongs to.
With the above definitions, a rule can be considered as a hyperrectangle in the  -demensional space. A classifier is a set of
such hyperrectangles. Hyperrectangles in the classifier might
be overlapped. A packet is then a point in the  -demensional
space. Thus, packet classification is equivalent to finding all
hyperrectangles which contain the query point. This resembles
the point location problem in computational geometry [17].
The difference between the packet classification and the point
location problem is that hyperrectangles in the point location
problem are nonoverlapping, while hyperrectangles in the
packet classification problem may overlap. Hence, the packet
classification is more complex than the point location problem.
However, structures and characteristics in classifiers could be
exploited to develop high performance packet classification
algorithms. Such packet classification algorithms may sidestep
the performance upper bound achieved in the point location
background. The algorithm to be developed in this paper
serves as one such example.
IV. D EVELOPING THE A LGORITHM
A. Independent Sets
Our algorithm is based on the new concept of the independent sets of rules. We first give the formal definition of
the independent sets and then explain the motivation behind
the concept. Definition: Let OPRTS2U*VHHWHVWSYX[Z , where S]\
8_^PCiVWHHWH V:B= is a rule. For index  g , C g  , two
rules S]\9P80e U \ VHWHHVWe f \ = and S g P180e U g VWHHHVe f = are called
\
independent along dimension  , if e  e  P . For a set  of
rules, if any two rules in it are independent along dimension
 , we call  an independent set along dimension  , which is
denoted as an N  -set or simply an N -set if no confusion arises.
The number of the elements in a set  is referred to as the
size of the set  denoted by $} . For a classifier, consider its all
possible independent sets along dimension  . An independent
set with the largest size is defined as a maximum independent
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An example of an independent set.

Consider dimension ^ . Let O be the classifier. Project all rules
in O into dimension ^ . Let S be the resulting set of ranges in
this dimension. S is sorted according to the right end points.
Let  be the set of selected non-overlapping ranges of S . Let
wP .
1. If S is empty, then  is a maximum non-overlapping range
set; terminate.
2. From S select the range with the smallest right end point.
If there are more than one such ranges, randomly select one.
Add to  . Remove from S . Remove from S all ranges
that overlap with . Go to step 1.
The set of rules which project to  is a maximum independent
set along dimension ^ .
Fig. 2.

set along dimension  in O . A classifier O may have more than
one maximum independent set. An independent set with the
largest size among all independent sets along all dimensions
is called a global maximum independent set.
The motivation of introducing N  -sets is that rules in an N  set are easy to distinguish. For example, QPRTS U VS VWS Z
; r
as in Fig. 1 is an N U -set in the two-dimensional space. n U Vn
;
and n are the begin points of field one in rules S U VS
rS
;
and
r respectively. n U VWn ; and n r define the search intervals,
say ln U Vn = , l$n VWn = and l$n VW= , in a one dimensional space.
;
; r
r
Apparently, each interval contains only one rule. Let each
interval store all fields of the corresponding rule. In order to
query a point, say, yP~80&U*V = , we only need to search for
;
the interval that FU belongs to in one dimension. After the
interval has been found, we compare the point with the rule
stored in the interval. If the point is contained in the rule, there
is a match. Otherwise, there is no rule matched by the point.
We can easily find two advantages here. One is that we only
need the begin points of the field in rules to form a range
search structure instead of using both begin points and end
points. This reduces the search points to as at most one half as
in a traditional range search algorithm, e.g. in [7]. The other
advantage is that we only need to search in one dimension
rather than in all dimensions. This means that we may only
need to perform one range search for a multidimensional
packet classification problem.
Based on the concept of independent sets, we can develop
a new algorithm. The general procedure of implementing the
algorithm is described as follows. Given a classifier OP
RbS U VHWHH VWS X Z , we try to separate from it a global maximum
independent set. Then, from the set of the remaining rules
(treated as a new classifier), we separate a global maximum
independent set with respect to the new classifier, and continue
the process until the set of the remaining rules is empty.
More formally, assume that Nl_C*o is a global maximum independent set separated from O . Let O`UPOsNl+C o , we
then find a global maximum independent set Nl qFo with respect
to O`U . Let O
; PO`UsNl qFo , we continue the process until
the resulting classifier is empty. Thus, O is divided into a
collection of independent sets RpNl_C*oV0Nl qFo-VWHHHV0Nl  oZ . Next, we
group the independent sets RpNl+C o-VANl qToVHWHH*VANl  oZ according to
the dimension. Two independent sets belong to the same

A greedy algorithm for finding a maximum independent set.

group
independent along the same dimension. Let
  if they are
U V ; VWHHWH V f be the resulting groups, where
  is the number
of dimensions for rules in the classifier O . \ 8_^PzCiVWHHWHVj=
is the group of independent sets which are independent along
dimension ^ . Note that a group
may be empty. We search in all

V; WHHHV f respectively. The query
nonempty groups of U V
result can be obtained by comparing all the matches to find
the rule with the highest priority.
In the following, we will discuss how to find a maximum independent
set and how to create a data structure for searching

\8J^]PaCiVHWHH VW= .
B. Finding a Global Maximum Independent Set
For a classifier, there are two steps for finding a global
maximum independent set. First, a maximum independent set
along each dimension is found and then by comparing the
size of these maximum independent sets, a global maximum
independent set is identified.
A greedy algorithm in Fig. 2 can be used to find a maximum
independent set along one dimension.
Essentially, through projecting rules into a dimension, the
algorithm in Fig. 2 turns the finding a maximum independent
set problem into the finding a maximum non-overlapping
ranges problem.
We can prove the set of rules found is really a maximum
independent set. In order to do so, we only need to prove 
is a maximum non-overlapping range set.
We first prove a Lemma.
Lemma: Let S U , S
; be two arbitrary range sets. Let the
sizes of a maximum non-overlapping range set of S U and S
;
be U and
; respectively. Let SP S2U S ; . Then the sizes
of a maximum non-overlapping range set of S is not greater
than Ut¡
;.
Proof: We prove this by contradiction. Assume there is a
maximum non-overlapping range set  of S , the size of 
is greater than U¢¡
; . Let £U be all the ranges of  which
are from S¤U . Then ¥s¦U is from S . Since U is a non;
overlapping range set, its size is less than or equal to U . Since
s U is also a non-overlapping range set, its size is less
than or equal to . Thus the size of  is less than or equal
;
to U ¡
which is a contradiction. §

;
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Input: Classifier O .
Output:
¨ Groups of independent sets
array to store the I-sets.





U*V ; VWHHHV f

. I[] is an

/*Begin Pseudocode*/
count=0;
while(C is not empty) {
I[count]=Find a maximum independent sets
in C;
count++;
C=C-I[count];
}
/*End Pseudocode*/





Divide I[] into groups U V
; VWHHWH V
along which they are independent.
Fig. 3. Algorithm for dividing a classifier

©

 f

according to dimension

into the set of independent sets.

in Fig. 2 is a maximum nonWe next prove the 
overlapping range set.
Theorem: Let S and  be defined as in Fig. 2. Then 
is a maximum non-overlapping range set.
Proof: We prove this by induction. If $S¤Pªq , then
obviously  is a maximum non-overlapping range set.
Let +S¤«P
. By induction, we assume for any +S¤¬
,
the  obtained using algorithm in Fig. 2 is a maximum nonoverlapping range set.
Let be the first range with the smallest right end point.
Let S¤U be the set of ranges that overlap with . Let S
; PSvs
S2UsvRpZ . Let  ; be the range set obtained using algorithm in
Fig. 2. Then by assumption of the induction, 
; is a maximum
non-overlapping range set of S . Next we need to prove 
;
; ¡
RpZ is a maximum non-overlapping
range set of S .
Since has the smallest right end point ®j¯ , the right end
point of a range in S2U is greater than or equal to ® ¯ . On the
other hand, since any range in S2U overlaps with , the left
end point of the range must be less than or equal to ® ¯ . Thus
every range in S2U with ® ¯ . Therefore, the size of a maximum
non-overlapping range set of S¤U«¡R*Z is one. According to
Lemma, the size of a maximum non-overlapping range set
of S°PS2US
; RpZ is less than or equal to $ ; ¢¡C .
Since 
P° ; ¡zRpZ is a non-overlapping range set and
$QPd$ p¡±C ,  is a maximum non-overlapping range set.

§

last section. We were inspired by the fractional cascading
technique
data structure.
 [18] in developing  this
PR*Nl DToV0Nl+C o-VWHHWH*V0Nl µ oZ be a group of independent
Let
sets along dimension ¶ obtained in the last section, where
 µ is the
Nlbo<8AmPxCiVHWHH V  µ = is an independent
set and



number of
in . Let Nl$boPaRbS U VWHHHVS ·>¸ Z ,
 independent sets
where S \ 8_^cP°CbVHHWHV  = is a rule and  is the number
µ
of rules in Nl$bo . For
 each NlTo¤8AP¹CiVWHHHV = , we extract
the begin point n \ of each rule S \ 8J^wPºCiVHWHHW V
= along

dimension ¶ which gives a set of points »  PdRTn U VHWHH VWn ·>¸ Z
for each Nl$bo . All points in »  are different, since rules in
Nlbo are independent. We assume that all points in »  are
sorted in increasing order. Next, we merge the points in all
 µ sets » U VWHHWHV»]¼*½ into a master set »«¾ . Apparently, the
¼½
number of points in » ¾ satisfies $» ¾ ¿
\$À«U +»]\´ , since
two different sets »Y\ and » g may contain a same point. Let
: µ P+» ¾  and » ¾ P~Rbn ¾ U VHHWHVWn ¾X ½ Z . Refer to Fig. 4 for an
example. The number in the rectangle (rule) is the priority of
the corresponding rule. The smaller the number is, the higher
the priority is. For convenience of explanation, we assume that
the priority is also the index of the corresponding rule.
Next, for each 80±PQCiVWHHHV  µ = , we add “virtual points”
to the set »  . We first explain why we need the virtual
points by the example in Fig. 4. The interval of l$nAr U VWnAr o of »
r
;
¾Á ¾Â
corresponds to the interval of ln Vn o of » ¾ . There are four
¾Á ¾Ã ¾
¾Â
¾Á ¾Â
points n Vn Vn and n in the interval of l$n VWn o . Note that any
E
Á
Ã
Ã
¾
¾
¾
¾
rules between n and n and between n and n are dependent
E
¾
Â
¾
of rule 3; any rules between n and n are independent of rule
E
3. In order to distinguish these two situations, we add the point
n ¾E to » ¾Är as a virtual point. Next, we give the definition.


 Let n be the largest element in »|¾  . For each
 n \ {  » , let
 \ be the end point corresponding to n \ . Let n \Å«U {  » be the
¾Ä
successor of n \ . If the successor does not exist, let n \$Å«U  Pn .
¾
¾
¾
¾
Assume n g VWn g ÅÆ { »«¾ such that n g Pzn \ and n g ÅÆ Pn \Å|U . If
¾
there is an point n g ÅÆÈÇ { » ¾ with
n ¾g ¬an ¾g ÅÆÈÇ ¬dn ¾g ÅÆ such that
¾n g ÅÆÇ is the smallest one that  \ ¬an ¾g ÅÆÈÇ then
¾
add n g ÅÆÈÇ to » 
¾
as a virtual point. For convenience, if the smallest n Uv{ É »  ,
¾

then add n U to »
as a virtual point. Each virtual point is
assigned sÊC as its index. Refer to Fig. 5 for the illustration.
Also, in Fig. 6, the points with sÊC as indices are all virtual
points.
Our algorithm consists of two parts. One is an array that

;

In Fig. 2, the complexity of sorting the right end point is
7980:²L- ³8A:B=´= where : is the number of rules. However, only
once needed for each dimension. The subsequent independent
set finding does not need the sorting any more. The complexity
of the algorithm itself is 7980:B= , since each range needs to be
compared once.
Fig. 3 is an algorithm for dividing the classifier O into a
set of independent sets.
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C. Basic Data Structure for a Group of Independent Sets
In this section, we develop a data structure to facilitate
the search in a group of independent sets obtained from the
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stores the classifier called the classifier array; each entry of the
classifier array stores a rule which includes the fields, priority
and port number. The other part is a one-dimensional range
search structure based on Í«Î . Algorithms for one-dimensional
range search are plenty in the literature. They have advantages
and disadvantages. Some have small number of access memory
times, while others are easy to update. The multiway search
[19], [20] and van Emde Boas trees [21] are among the
best algorithms. The multiway search algorithm is easy to
implement, but it exploits large cacheline. Van Emde Boas
trees do not need a large cacheline but are complicated to
implement. We have developed a new one-dimensional range
search algorithm [22]. By using a data compression technique,
this algorithm consumes very small amount of memory and
therefore intends to be implemented in a on-chip memory to
achieve very high speed. In this paper, we use this algorithm
as the one-dimensional range search algorithm to perform the
experimental study.
We use Í|Î to create a one-dimensional range search tree
where each element in Í«Î corresponds to a leaf. Each leaf
points to an entry of an array which stores the indices of the
rules as follows. For Ï ÎÐ}Ñ Í|Î}Ò_Ó`ÔaÕbÖ×W×× ÖWØvÙ]Ú , we find in each
ÍYÛvÒ_Ü!ÔmÕbÖ××W× ÖÝ Ù Ú the largest Ï ÛÞß such that Ï ÛÞßÊà Ï ÎÐ . Each
ÛÞ ß
such a Ï corresponds to an index of a rule (or áÊÕ for a virtual
point). Essentially, the number stored in the array indices in
Î
the data structure is the number of the rule overlapping Ï Ð in
Í Û . There are Ý Ù indices. The indices are stored in an array
pointed by the leaves.
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 illustrate an example with such a data
structure. In Fig. 6, áÊÕ is the index (and priority) of a virtual
point. áÊÕ has the lowest priority. Fig. 7 shows the indices
array pointed by the leaves.
D. Search
In Section C, we demonstrated how to create the data
structure for one group of â -set. There are at most ã such
data structures needed to be created. The search and update
can be performed in parallel or in serial in the ã groups of
â -sets.
For the search of a packet in a group, the value in the
relevant field of the packet is used as the key for the search in
the multiway range search tree. Find the leaf with the value

Fig. 6.

A data structure example.
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Index array pointed by leaves.

that is the largest one among all which are smaller than or
equal to the key. Fetch the indices pointed by the leaf. Use
the indices (ignore the index äÊå ) one by one to get the rule
fields by indexing into the classifier array. Compare them with
the relevant fields of the packet. If there is a match, choose the
matching rule with the highest priority in this group. Continue
this process until all groups have been searched. Compare all
the matching rules found from the groups and choose the one
with the highest priority. This rule defines the flow to which
the packet belongs.
E. Update
For the dynamic packet classification, we need update the
algorithm to accomodate the changes in the packet classification table. There are two kinds of updates. One is to
create the table data structure from scratch whenever there
is a change. Sometimes, this is called preprocessing. Another
one is to modify the table data structure whenever there is a
change. This is called incremental update. Usually incremental
update is faster than recreating table data structure from
scratch. However, incremental update may make the table data
structure non optimal. We discuss both of them as follows.
1) Incremental update: For an update, we distinguish between adding a rule and deleting a rule. There are two steps
for adding a rule. The first step is to find a group containing a
set that the new rule is independent of. The second step is to
make modification of the relevant data structure of the group
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found. We first illustrate these steps by the following example
and then describe them in detail.
If we add a new rule with priority 13 to the rule sets in
Fig. 6 (refer to Fig. 8). We first find the group »
r which
contains the set of rules that are independent of the new rule.
As a result of adding the new rule, we need to modify the data
structure. Specifically, we need to modify the entries pointed
¾
¾
by n and n . This is because  was the largest point in »
r
;
r
¾
¾
that was smaller than or equal to n and n . Now, it becomes
;
r
¾
n . Therefore, the entry 8èGVqVWsÊCF= pointed by n ; ¾ is modified to
8éGVqV C*ê= and the entry 8´CbV´ëVusÊCT= pointed by n r is modified to
8´CiVëV C*ê= .
In order to find a group containing a set that the new rule is
independent of, we need to search the groups one by one. How
to choose a group first can be decided by the real application.
In searching a group, we extract the end point of the relevant
field of the rule as the key. In the group, find the largest point
that is smaller than or equal to the key in the corresponding
¾
multiway range search tree. Assume the leaf we found is n  .
¾
Let ì  be the entry of indices pointed by the leaf n  . For
example, we add new rule 14 as in Fig. 8. We find n ¾ P~n ¾í
¾í
and the entry pointed by n is 8éîIVWsÊCbVWsÊCT= . The index 6 in
the entry corresponds to rule 6. We compare the new rule 14
with rule 6. If they are not independent, we conclude that the
new rule 14 is not independent of the independent set »2U . If
they are independent, we conclude that the new rule 14 is also
independent of the other rules in the independent set » U and
therefore is independent of the independent set » U . The second
index in the entry is sÊC which corresponds to a virtual point.
Since virtual point does not correspond to a real rule, we need
to find a real rule in sÊC ’s shoe. For this sÊC , we find rule 9
which is the prodecessor point of this sÊC . We compare the new
rule 14 with rule 9. If they are not independent, we conclude
that the new rule 14 is not independent of the independent set
» ; . If they are independent, we conclude that the new rule
14 is also independent of the other rules in the independent
set »
; and therefore is independent of the independent set
» ; . For the second sÊC , we find rule 11. The same arguement
follows. According to the above example, we conclude that
if the entry of indices ì  contains sÊC , we need to replace
it with the index of predecessor rule. The following explains
how to replace sÊC in ì  with the index of a rule.

0
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The case 1.1 and case 1.2 for adding new rules.

If there is any sÊC in ì  , fetch ì bï U , which is pointed by
¾
¾
the leaf n bï U , the predecessor of n  . Replace any sÊC index in

b

ï
ì with the index in ì U which is in the same column as
the sÊC index lies in. This results in a new entry. For example,
¾í
in Fig. 8, the entry pointed by n is 8éîVusÊCiVusÊCT= . There are
¾Â
two sÊC indices in it. The entry pointed by n is 8´KiVðV CTCT= . We
replace the two sÊC s with ð and CFC respectively resulting in a
new entry 8éîIV´ðIVuCTCF= . If the new entry still contains sÊC s, then
¾
we fetch the entry ì bï pointed by n bï . Replace the sÊC
;
;
indices with the same column indices in ì Tï . We continue
;
this procedure until there is no sÊC index in the resulting entry
or we exhaust all the predecessor leaves in which case the
sÊC s are kept as the indices. Then we check the indices in
the resulting entry one by one and fetch the rule fields by
indexing into the classifier array. Thus we can check whether
the rule is independent of the new rule or not. As soon as we
find a rule that is independent of the new rule, we conclude
that the independent set that contains the rule is independent
of the new rule. Note that, if an index is sÊC , it indicates
that the corresponding independent set is independent of the
new rule. It is possible that we cannot find an independent
set in any group that is independent of the new rule. So there
are two cases for the result. Case one: We find a rule that is
independent of the new rule (hence the independent set the new
rule is independent of). In this case, assume the index of the
found rule is ^ñ . Case two: There is no rule in any independent
set that is independent of the new rule. We separately describe
the modification of the multiway range search tree and the
index array for these two cases.
In case one, we have two subcases. In subcase one, the
begin point of the relevant field of the new rule is not in the
master set. In subcase two, the begin point of the relevant field
of the new rule is already in the master set (refer to Fig. 9 for
these two cases). In subcase one, we need to add a new leaf
corresponding to this point to the multiway range search tree
(we omit the procedure here) and we also need to insert the
corresponding entry of indices in the indices array formed as
follows.
Assume the index of the new rule is ^ · . Get a copy of the
¾
indices pointed by n  . In the copy the index ^ ñ is changed
to ^ · . This forms the entry of indices of the new leaf. It is
¾
inserted in the array after the entry pointed by n  . (In Fig. 9,
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n ¾ Pzn ¾; and ^ ñ PsÊC .) We still need to modify the index ^ ñ
ò entries. Starting from the entry of indices of n ¾ Å«U ,
in other
we check at the same position as where ^ ñ is in the entry of
indices if the entry contains ^ ñ . If it contains, change ^ ñ into
^ · and check the next leaf; otherwise, finish the modification.
There is a tradeoff here. We could use a link rather than an
array to store the indices. This avoid moving all entries after
n ¾ when inserting the new entry. However, a link structure
needs more memory than an array. Moreover, we still need to
¾
modify some entries after n  which, in worst-case, is as same
¾
expensive as moving all entries after n  .
In subcase two, we do not need to insert a new leaf. We only
¾
need to modify the indices starting from n  . The modification
procedure is the same as in subcase one.
In case two, we need to add a new N -set which only contains
the new rule to a chosen group. (The group is chosen randomly
or with some criteria. If deleting a rule is considered, we may
keep track of groups if they are empty. Empty group is the
right place to put the new rule.) Thus the length of the indices
in the chosen group will become one index length longer. Due
to this reason, we can appoint a group as the “chosen group”.
In this group, the entries of indices are deliberately made large
as a backup for new N -sets (the size of the backup needs to
be decided by real world applications). The backup indices in
the entries are all set to sÊC . The remainder modification is the
same as in case one.
For deleting a rule, we first find the group that contains
the rule and then check if the deletion of the rule results the
deletion of the corresponding leaf in the multiway range search
tree. In order to do that, we just need to compare the begin
point of the rule with the begin points of the rules in the same
entry. If there is a match, we do not need to remove a leaf;
otherwise, the corresponding leaf is removed. The rest of the
work is a modification of entries of indices which is the reverse
procedure for adding a rule. We will not detail it here.
2) Recreate the data structure: After many times of incremental update, the data structure may become non optimal.
For example, in Fig. 10, » U and » are maximum independent
;
sets. After the deletion of four rules (in Fig. 11), » U and »
;
are not maximum independent sets any more in this case.
We would have combined » U and »
; to form a maximum
independent set. This situation will make the data structure
work inefficiently. In order to avoid this situation, we may
recreate the data structure. How often we need to recreate the
data structure can be decided by real application.
F. Complexities of the Algorithm
Globally, we need an array to store the classifier. The size
of the array is linear to the number of rules in the classifier.
In addition, a multiway range search tree will be constructed
corresponding to each of at most  groups of independent sets.

Assume that the group \ consists of  µtó independent sets and
contains : µtó rules. Then the memory storage requirement
 for
the multiway range search tree corresponding to group \ is
linear to the number of : µ ó . The number of indices stored
in the leaves is at most : µ óõô¤ µ ó , since there are at most
: µ ó leaves and each leaf stores  µ ó indices. To add all these
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together, the memory storage requirement for the algorithm is
upper bounded by 798  :B= , where : is the number of rules
and  is the number of total independent sets. We will see
later that this bound is very loose.
The memory access times consist of the times needed to
search in the multiway range search trees and to fetch the
indices plus  accesses to the rules.
The update includes the search part and modification part.
The complexity of the search part is similar to the search of a
matching rule for a packet. The modification part needs 798A:B=
in the worst-case, where : is the number of rules. However,
in reality, the worst-case is very rare. On average, the update
is very fast.
The performance of our algorithm relies on  , the number
of independent sets that the classifier is partitioned into. The
smaller the number is, the less memory access times and
memory storage is required. Fortunately,  is not expected
high. Our experimental studies and studies in the literature
support this conclusion. Reference [12] observed that every
packet matches at most G rules. Similar small numbers have
been seen in [23]. The prefix containment is quite rare in
the backbone table and is limited to at most î [12], [13].
These characteristics of classifiers guarantee that  is small.
The quantitative study is provided in Section IV.
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G. Variations
So far, a basic version of the new algorithm has been
described. In fact, many variations of this algorithm, which
tailor to particular application or hardware architecture, could
be developed.
One variation is that we can increase the average search
speed by sorting the indices in each entry of indices. Thus, the
high priority rules are searched before the low priority rules;
whenever we have a match, we will stop the search procedure.
However, this change will affect the update. This will make it
difficult to find the predecessor or successor of a rule in the N set. This can be solved by using extra memory (not larger than
the index arrays) to keep track of the predecessor or successor
of a rule.
Another variation is that, in the index arrays, we replace the
index with the corresponding rule itself. This removes the need
of index access and increases the search and update speed.
However, this will increase the memory storage.
In the preliminary study, we use the linear search for each
index in the index arrays. In fact, we can use other techniques
such as a multiway search, binary search or hash search along
other dimension(s) to speed up the search.
We will detail the variations in our future work.
H. A Property of the Set of Independent Sets
Our algorithm is scalable to the high dimension classification problem. The following property gives the exact meaning
of this scalability.
We first give the following definition.
Definition: Let OöPRTS U VHHWHVWS X Z be a  -dimensional
\
\
classifier, where S \ Pdl$e U VWHHWH Ve f o8_^]PaCiVqVHWHH VW:B= is a rule
\
consisting of  fields e g 8_h÷P CbV´qIVHHWH*Vj= . We add one more
field to each rule in O such that S`\ø Pal$e U \ VWHHHWVe f \ Ve f \ Å«U o and
Oø¤PaRTS`øU VHHWHVWS]Xø Z . The new 80¤¡£CT= -dimensional classifier
Oø is called the 80«¡cCT= -dimensional extension of O . The rule
S]\ø is called the 802¡CF= -dimensional extension of S \ .
We have the following property for a group of N -sets.
Property: Assume that O
is a  dimensional classifier. Let RpNl DFo-VANl_C*oVHWHH*V0Nl  oZ be a group of N -sets
of O . Let Oø be the 80¡ùCF= -dimensional extension
of O . Let RpNøil DFo-VAN>øTl+C o-VWHHHV0Nøil  oZ be the corresponding
809¡CT= -dimensional extension of R*Nl DToV0Nl_C*oVHHWH V0Nl  oZ . Then
RpNøil DFo-VAN>øil_C*oVHWHHVAN>øil  oZ is a group of N -sets of Oø .
This property shows that instead of analyzing the set of N sets with multifields, we can analyze the corresponding set of
N -sets with two fields. The performance of searching a multiple
dimensional classifier is not worse than that of searching the
corresponding two dimensional classifier.
Specifically, we can use this property in the following way.
In a multidimensional classifier, some fields may have small
number of distinct entries and therefore do not contribute much
to the N -sets. In that case, we can avoid separating N -sets along
these dimensions. Thus, the high dimension classification
problem is converted to low dimension classification problem.
This shows why our algorithm could sidestep the lower bound
that a  dimensional classification must at least perform 
times one dimensional range searches. This property also

shows that our algorithm scales very well with respect to the
dimension.
In the following section, we only do experiments for two
dimensional classification for an illustrative purpose.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S TUDY
For a classifier, we first define the repeating factor of a field.
For a specified field, let U be the total number of entries of the
field in a classifier. Let
; be the number of distinct entries
of the field. The Repeating factor of the field is defined as
U*? ; . In the IP destination address field, the repeating factor
measures the average times that an IP address is used in the
rules. The performance of our algorithm is directly related
to the repeating factor of each field. The data used in [7]
show that repeating factors are around úTD for large classifiers
(with about 1M entries). The data used in [13] show that
repeating factors are around ú for small classifiers (with about
200 entries).
There is no data of classifiers available publicly due in
part to the reason that ISPs and enterprises, for privacy and
security reasons, protect access to their rule databases. In
the literature, either proprietary data or artificial data is used
for experimental study. There is no benchmark for evaluating
packet classification algorithm in the industrial either. For a
preliminary study as in the paper, we construct classifiers with
characteristics we have seen from field data. To do this, we
download IP routing tables from [24] as bases and conduct
several groups of experiments for two dimensional classifiers.
The results are presented as follows.
A. Classifiers without Wildcards
We first study classifiers without wildcards. In the first group
of experiment, we study the effect of the repeating factor on
the performance of our algorithm. In the second group we
show that the size of the classifier is not sensitive to the
performance of our algorithm when the repeating factor is
fixed.
We use the routing table at Mae-west taken on March 15,
2002 from [24] as a base for constructing a classifier O . Each
rule in the classifier contains two fields: The IP destination
address and the source address.
In the first group of experiment, we generate four classifiers
of the same size of 30000 with different repeating factors. In
order to generate a classifier, the expected repeating factor,
say , is given first. Then, from the Mae-west routing table,
êTDFDTDFD?T addresses are sampled. Next, from the êTDTDFDTDI?T
addresses, êFDTDFDTD addresses are randomly selected as the
IP destination addresses. For each destination address, the
corresponding source address is randomly selected from the
êTDFDTDFD?T addresses to form a rule. If the rule just formed is
a duplicate rule of a previous generated one, we reselect a
source address until the rule formed is unique.
Table II shows the resulting classifiers. The first column
is the expected repeating factor ( ). The second column is
the number of distinct destination addresses (des), the third
column is the repeating factor (rf) of destination address field
and so on. The last column is the number of independent sets
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TABLE IV

of the classifiers. We can see that the number of independent
sets increases as the repeating factor increases. This can be
explained intuitively as follows. When an address is repeated
in the same field of two rules, these two rules are not
independent along the dimension corresponding to the field.
If an address is repeated in the same field of rules, then the
number of Independent set along the corresponding dimension
is obviously at least . Hence, the larger is, the larger the
number of Independent set tends to be. Since the repeating
factor measures the average times that an IP address is repeated
in the rules, it has the same property that the larger it is, the
larger the number of Independent set tends to be.
In the second group of experiment, six classifiers of different
sizes with the same expected repeating factor of êTD are
constructed. The base prefixes are from the AADS routing
table taken on March 15, 2002 from [24]. The results are
shown in Table III. It shows that the number of independent
sets of the classifiers is not sensitive to the size of classifiers
provided that the repeating factor is unchanged. This shows
that our algorithm is not sensitive to the size of classifiers
with a similar repeating factor. By observing data used in the
literature, we found that it is rare that the repeating factor
exceeds 100 even for large size classifiers. Together with our
experimental study, we believe that our algorithm scales well
to the size of classifiers. We also envision that our algorithm
scales well to IPv6, since points space in IPv6 is much larger
than that in IPv4 and therefore the repeating factors should be
much lower.

of the classifiers is not sensitive to percentage of wildcards in
the classifiers. We note that the repeating factor is small and
hence the number of independent sets is small. In fact, in a
two-dimensional classifier, it is not possible to generate high
percent wildcards in one field with a high repeating factor in
the other field. We can prove the following property.
Property: Assume that O is a two-dimensional classifier
without duplicated rules. If there are ®ü rules that have
wildcards in one field, then the repeating factor in the other
field is less than C DTD? ® .
Proof: If two rules are wildcarded in one field, then the
entries of these rules in the other field are distinct. Since there
are ®ü rules that have wildcards in one field, the entries of
these ®ü rules in the other field are distinct. Therefore, the
number of distinct entries in the other field is greater than ®ü
of the total rules. Hence the repeating factor in the other field
is less than C*DFD? ® . §
For example, if úTD¢ü wildcards were generated in the
destination field, then the repeating factor in the source field
can not be higher than two.

B. Classifiers with Wildcards

C. One Scenario of Implementation

We construct three classifiers with different percentages of
wildcards in them. The base prefixes are from the AADS
routing table taken on March 15, 2002 from [24]. The size of
base prefixes is êFDTDTDFD . Given a percentage ® , ®?q percent rules
have wildcards as their destination fields and ®?Wq percent rules
have wildcards as their source fields. Altogether, ® percent
rules have wildcards. The number of rules is êTDFDTDTD for all three
classifiers. Table IV shows that the number of independent sets

We choose the third classifier in Table II for the discussion
of implementation. There are êTê N -sets for this classifier
among which K are NU -sets and qTî<N -sets. Corresponding to
;
these two groups of N -sets, two one-dimensional range search
trees [22] are created. The range search tree corresponding to
field one has at most qTëTGFG leaves, since the number of distinct
destination prefixes is C*GFqTq (each prefix has two end points,
different prefixes may share end point). Each leaf points to K
rule indices. Since the number of rules is êTDFDTDFD , each index
uses C*î bits (in fact 15 bits are enough). So the memory for
the index arrays is less than C*ðFðTDFë bytes. Using the same
argument, we find the memory for the index arrays in the other
range search tree is less than ëTêK qTD bytes. For the array storing
the rules, we assume that each rule uses C*qFë bits. Among the
C*qFë bits, êFq bits are for begin point of the destination address
field and ú bits for the length of the destination prefix. Another
êK bits are for the source address field. C*ú bits are used for
specifying priority, êFq bits for the port number and K bits
are empty. So êTDFDTDFD rules need GTëTDFDTDFD bytes of memory.
Together, úTëTêFîTqFë bytes memory are needed excluding for the
range search trees. The range search trees need about C*ú K
bytes. Experimental study shows that totally about îFDTD K bytes
are needed. Comparing the original rule table, our algorithm
increases the memory requirement in less than a factor of one.
This comes out with no surprise. On one hand, the memory
requirement is large if the number of N -sets is large; on the
other hand, if the number of N -sets is large, the repeating

TABLE II
E XPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT REPEATING FACTORS .

û
2
10
20
60

des
15422
2807
1422
489

rf
1.95
10.69
21.10
61.35

src
14321
2960
1610
498

rf
2.09
10.14
18.63
60.24

I-set
9
23
33
74

TABLE III
E XPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT TABLE SIZES .
rules
2000
10000
20000
100000
200000
1000000

des
65
323
677
3499
7155
32778

rf
30.77
30.96
29.54
28.58
27.95
30.51

src
62
360
710
3287
6567
33698

rf
32.26
27.78
28.17
30.42
30.46
29.68

I-set
34
40
43
45
48
61

E XPERIMENTS WITH DIFFERENT PERCENT OF WILDCARDS .
% wildcards
10
30
50

des rf
1.46
1.59
1.72

src rf
1.46
1.58
1.72

I-set
6
7
6
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TABLE V
E XPERIMENTAL COMPARISON WITH OTHER SCHEMES .

Algorithm
This Paper
Tuple Space Search [13]
Grid-of-tries [15]
FIS-tree [7]
BV [11]
RFC [10]
HiCuts [14]
Cross-producting [15]

# of rules
30,000
278
20,000
1,000,000
512
15,000
1,700
50

# of fields
5
2
2
2
5
4
4
2

rule length (bits)
128
64
64
64
128
112
112
64

factors should be large hence the number of distinct values in a
field is small, thus the number of leaves in the multiway range
search tree is small. Therefore, small memory requirement is
needed to store the indices array.
The number of memory accesses for the range search tree
is G each. The number of memory accesses for the indices
depends on the memory width. We assume that C*qTë bits
memory width is used. Then, ú memory accesses are needed
for fetching the Kv¡QqTî indices and êFê memory accesses
are needed for fetching the rules including port number.
Totally GTî memory accesses are needed. This is the worst
case plain implementation. In real application, we may easily
exploit parallel and/or pipelined implementation. The range
search tree only needs one memory access using pipelined
implementation. Since the number of the indices associated
with each leave is rather small, it is possible to rely upon a
small, special-purpose hardware unit (e.g., a TCAM unit) to
perform the comparison in parallel. Since the structure of the
range search tree and the indices array are separated, their
operations can also be pipelined. Thus one memory access is
needed for one search.
In Table V, we give the experimental results for different
schemes. As mentioned before, there is no benchmark for
evaluating packet classification algorithm in a unified manner.
The figures in the table only gives rough idea about the
performance of each scheme. The memory efficiency column
is obtained by dividing the memory size by the number of rules
and the rule length. It shows that our algorithm uses significant
small amount of memory comparing to other algorithm. This
table is consistent with Table I.
Using dynamic range search algorithm [25], we can extend
the packet classification algorithm to support fast update. In
general, there is a trade-off between the update speed and the
memory requirement. Since the detail is related to the one
dimensional range search, it is out of the scope of this paper.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We developed a novel packet classification algorithm based
on independent sets. We proposed a basic data structure and
an update algorithm for the data structure. We also conducted
an experimental study on our algorithm.
As mentioned earlier, packet classification algorithms are
measured by times of memory access, memory storage requirements, update speed and scalability, etc. Existing algorithms

could perform well with respect to one or two of these
measurements. Our algorithm performs well in all aspects of
memory size (KBytes)
600
NA
2,000
100,000
640
4,000
1,000
1,525

memory efficiency
1.3
NA
12
12
80
20
40
4,000

the criteria. It seems that our algorithm is the first to achieve
such a success: Small memory requirements, fast search and
update speed and scalability to large classifier, to multidimensional classifier. The algorithm is feasible for parallel
implementation. With these merits, our algorithm could be a
candidate among the possible bests for the future high speed
packet classification task.
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